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REVIEW Students rely on their parents mostly for emotional support
Students consider their instructor as a resource
THE ROLE OF PARENTS AND   
INSTRUCTORS        
Feel less prepared and worry about financial aid prior to
attending college
Rely on parents for making decisions prior to attending
STUDENT’S EXPECTATIONS
Having conversations with their parents does have a
positive effect on the student’s “academic self-concept”,
higher grades, and “high level of self-efficacy”
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Update parents on what is going on in their lives by providing them
a brief overview
Discuss their experience when they are feeling stressed and need
somebody to talk to                 
"I feel being able to tell them any weird thing that’s going on
or any kind of situation having that open communication is
definitely necessary. That’s why I feel, even though it has
been hard, it has been a little bit easier because I don’t, and
being a transfer, you don’t have that social contact with your
peers and all that".
 
STRATEGIZING
SUPPORT
 
Students are more open to discussing topics learned in class if their
parents express interest
Some students rely on friends, especially those who have college
experience
"My dad is really into psychology and stuff like that. He, he owns a car
dealership, but he’s, he’s really into psychology and sort of more
scholarly things, so I have a lot of conversations with him about the
material I’m learning about in my psychology class, and my other
classes too for that matter".
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Having a professor to discuss their college experience and even
plans after college is helpful
Some students rely on their academic success advisor to discuss
their experience, especially if they can’t meet with their major
advisors or other professors due to timing
"I’ve talked to my professor my first semester here, Theories of
Personalities, and she was a, she was a, she was an Asian
psychologist and she was also Filipino and so, oh perfect cause I
don’t know what to do with my degree and she was able to lay it out
for me and kind of reassure me that yes, psychology is ok".
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CONCLUSION
Students are selective as to what they discuss with their
parents about their college experience
SELECTIVE
Students rely on their friends, especially those who have gone
through college, in order to seek advice because they have
experience
ADVICE
For navigating college, students rely on professors or
university resources to help them register for classes and
plan for their future
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